
QUICK START GUIDE



ELEVATED, LATCHED
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KICKSTAND LATCH

Secure the kickstand in the latch while elevated.
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REMOVE THE u8 GO FROM CASE 
(OPTIONAL)

1. Press the latch release bar. 

2. Lift the Kymeta™ u8 GO out of the spring latch. 

3. Push the u8 GO towards the handle and lift. 
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BOTTOM LATCH DETAIL

Keep the u8 GO angle low for removal. 
The latch won’t release if elevated beyond 30º.
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KICKSTAND, STOWED

Remove the kickstand when mounting the u8 GO 
onto a vehicle.
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SECURE THE KICKSTAND

1. Align the kickstand and the base arrows. 

2. Latch the kickstand in the base hooks. 

3. Secure the kickstand with the pin .
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REMOVE YAKIMA MIGHTY MOUNT 
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1. Loosen the thumb screw and remove the clamp .

2. Lift the lower clamp pad. 

3. Loosen the socket head cap screw with the 
provided Allen wrench. 

4. Remove the lower clamp. 

INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTALL YAKIMA MIGHTY MOUNT
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INSTRUCTIONS
1. Align the lower clamp with the T-nut in the 

aluminum extrusion. 

2. Thread the fastener into the T-nut and position 
the mighty mount on the rail per the vehicle’s 
crossbar spacing. 

3. Install the lower clamp pad. 

4. Install the upper bail. For sizing guidelines, see 
Sizing Process in the following cards. Refer to 
the manufacturer’s instructions for additional 
details.  
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SIZING PROCESS: 
 YAKIMA MIGHTY MOUNT

1. Install the pad on the smaller bail “A” and 
press to secure.
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CLAMP BASE

BOTTOM

TOP

SIZING PROCESS

2. Attach the bail to the top slot on the clamp base. 
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DIRECTION OF TRAVEL

SIZING PROCESS 

3. Install the mount on the crossbar with the hex 
bolt facing the direction of vehicle travel. Use the 
short bolt with the bail “A” and the long bolt 
with the bail “B.” 
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1/8” MINIMUM 
(NOT  TO  SCALE)

SIZING PROCESS 

4. The bolt must protrude 1/8 in. from the bail when 
installed on the crossbar. If there is not enough 
thread exposed, move the bail to the bottom slot 
from step 2.
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SIZING PROCESS

5. If the bottom slot doesn’t work, install the pad on 
the bigger bail “B” and repeat steps 2 and 3. 
Use the long hex bolt with the bail “B.” 
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SIZING PROCESS

6. Attach the knurled wheel to the hex bolt and 
tighten until the wheel no longer turns. If the 
mount slides on the crossbar, repeat sizing 
process. 
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For Contact Kymeta customer support at support@kymetacorp.com 
or call Kymeta 1-855-525-6638 for urgent issues.
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